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rest must inevitably, if continued, tax endur- 
ance, and shorten the yorking life. Some 
cautious consideration would be necessary in 
the case of nurses, who are attached to insti- 
tutions paying them a fised salary, an3 taking 
the risks of unemployed weeks. Since it is t h 3  
nurse alone who has to endure the wear and 
tear it. is she alone who would be entitled to 
estra payment ior the extra endurance. I t  
might aIso be necessary to provide arrange- 
ments which would effectually prevent anf 
nurse from increasing her earnings by intdr- 
fering with the employment of a second nurse. 
It might be that persons who are keen to have 
nursing regarded as a profession would object 
to a demand for payment for overtime ser- 
vices, but since the existing scale of remunera- 
tion is fised according to a time measurement, 
such an objection would not be logical. It 
would be equally illogical to assume that be- 
cause payment was made for overtime t b  
humane elements of a nurse's work would be 
lessened. We do not consider that because H 
nurse receives payment for an incomplete week 
her humanity or devotion to her work is less 
than if she took payment only till the end of tr 
completed week. Extra attention to cases mt 
infrequently induces the patient or the 
patient's friends to make acknowledgment in 
some form which entails the outlay of momy, 
and to me it seems that the receipt for over- 
time, of payment on a scale fised by the 
general arrangements of the chief nursing in- 
stitutions would be more dignified, and more 
worthy of high ideals of nursing, than the ac- 
ceptance of a brooch or bsngle, or tickets for 
the theatre, and the like." 

Much animated discussion followed, and 
many ancl varied opinions were given. The 
general idea seemecl to be that niirses should 
not be encouraged to remain on duty more 
than 12 hours at a time, and Miss Cherry and 
AIiss Cunningham proposed that a nurse who 
sleeps in a patient's room should be paid at  the 
rate charged for nursing an infectious Case. 

L. V. HAUGHTON, Hon. Sec., 
Irish RIatrons' Association. 

THE CONVENTION A T  SAN FRANCISCO 
Opening on May 5th, the eleventh AnnuaI 

hleeting of the Kurses' Associated Ahimne of 
the Unitecl States has been in progresfi during 
the week in Golden Gate Hall, San Francisco. 
Addresses of welcome were delivered by the 
Mayor of San Francisco and others, and Miss 
Annie Damer delivered the Presidential Ad- 
dress. The prograrnme is a very full and in- 
teresting one, tind we hope to reirr to it agzin 
later. 
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